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Real-Time Estimation of Lane-to-Lane Turning
Flows at Isolated Signalized Junctions
Seunghyeon Lee, Sze Chun Wong, Clement Chun Cheong Pang, Member, IEEE, and Keechoo Choi
Abstract—In this paper, we develop rule- and model-based
approaches for the real-time estimation of lane-to-lane turning
flows. Our aim is to determine the turning proportions of vehicles
based on detector information at isolated signalized junctions and
thereby establish effective control strategies for adaptive traffic
control systems. The key concept involves identifying the entrance
lane of a vehicle detected in an exit lane at the signalized junction.
Lane-to-lane turning flows are estimated by tracing the corre-
sponding entrance lanes of the vehicle based on the detector and
signal information from the set of potential entrance lanes at
the junction. In the rule-based approach, the entrance lane of a
vehicle detected in an exit lane is identified according to a set
of specified rules. The model-based approach, which is based on
utility maximization, is used to identify the most probable turns
in a set of potential upstream entrance lanes. Both computer
simulations and real-world traffic data show that the model-based
approach outperforms the rule-based approach, particularly when
turning on red is allowed, and is capable of accurate estimation
under a wide range of traffic conditions in real time. However, the
rule-based approach is simpler and does not require calibration,
which are positive assets when no prior data are available for
calibration.
Index Terms—Isolated signalized junction, logistic regres-
sion, model-based approach, rule-based approach, turning flow
estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE estimation of turning flows plays a significant role intraffic control, management, and transportation planning.
Estimated turning flows are essential input data for constructing
adaptive signal control logic that can estimate queue lengths in
real time. Over the past decades, various methods have been
developed to estimate turning flows at isolated junctions and in
networks. They can be categorized into conventional estimation
methods based on historical cumulative information related
to turning proportions [i.e., origin–destination (OD) matrices
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for turning proportions at junctions] and recursive estimation
methods based on real-time traffic counts. Turning flow es-
timation methods have been also applied to adaptive traffic
control systems. In this paper, we propose rule- and model-
based approaches for estimating the turning flows between
traffic lanes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A
literature review is presented in the next section. Our proposed
methodology is detailed in Section III. The numerical results
are presented in Section IV, and the case study is detailed in
Section V. The conclusion is drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Turning movements at an isolated junction have been esti-
mated using a wide range of methods based on the historical
OD matrices of traffic flows, which rely substantially on prior
knowledge of turning proportions and arrival flows. In [1], a
linear programming approach for determining turning move-
ments between the entrance and the exit of a junction based
on equilibrium concepts was proposed. Reference [2] provided
an improved turning flow estimation model based on inflows
and outflows and showed that the quality of the prior turning
flow knowledge derived from historical data largely influenced
the errors between the observed and estimated turning flows.
These two iterative methods based on linear programming were
compared with a noniterative method for estimating turning
flows by their statistical properties in [3]. Reference [4] com-
pared the results of information minimization, Bayesian ap-
proaches, and the maximum-likelihood method for estimating
turning flows at a junction. In [5] and [6], the importance of
prior information related to the turning proportions and arrival
flows obtained from traffic counts was emphasized, and more
effective sampling techniques were proposed. The minimum-
information method and a full set of detectors were used based
on real-time entry and exit flows in addition to prior information
about the turning proportions in [7].
The OD matrices of turning flows are usually estimated in
real time based on the time-series data of traffic counts col-
lected from detectors automatically. In [8] and [9], a dynamic
mathematical procedure was developed for estimating OD ma-
trices at junctions based on the causal relationship between a
sequence of short-term traffic counts at exit lanes and time-
varied traffic counts at entrance lanes. In [10], a nonlinear least
square approach and a quasi-maximum-likelihood approach
were developed for the recursive estimation of turning flows,
which do not require complete information related to the traffic
counts obtained from a full set of detectors. That study also
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described the differences between the estimates of turning
flows derived from incomplete and complete inflow/outflow
counts. In [11], an estimated OD matrix over a relatively longer
time interval was used to constrain a conventional recursive
estimation method, which improved the stability and accuracy
of the model. In [12], link flow information obtained from
detectors was integrated with video sensors on heterogeneous
data resources to estimate the turning proportions in adaptive
traffic control systems using a nonlinear least square method.
The results showed that the estimates based on multiple sources
were better than those based on a single source. In [13], whole
link flows, turning movements from partial link flows, and
turning flow information were estimated using a nonlinear
path flow estimator. Reference [14] used a set of detectors at
exit lanes and developed a recursive constrained least squares
problem. In [15], the signal phase status was applied to an
estimation model for turning flows using traffic counts at the
entrance and exit lanes, demonstrating its robustness.
Reference [16] implemented the online estimation of turning
proportions at an isolated junction based on short-term traffic
counts at entrance and exit lanes using the least squares error
method. The model was applied to the real-time hierarchical
optimized distributed effective system (RHODES) and per-
formed better than static turning proportions. The Bayesian
model for estimating turning proportions in RHODES was used
in [17] due to its stationary number of iterations within an error
tolerance threshold. In [18], a fuzzy-neural model was proposed
by combining a gate network and an expert network that could
estimate the traffic flow derived from left-turn, right-turn, and
passing-through traffic in urban networks. In [19], a genetic
algorithm was used to estimate turning flows in real time, and
the estimation was shown to be more accurate and efficient than
the least squares and Kalman filtering methods.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we consider both the rule- and model-based
estimation approaches. We begin by identifying the upstream
entrance lane of a vehicle detected at a downstream exit lane of
an isolated junction. We then estimate the lane-to-lane turning
flows by tracing this movement at the junction. According to
the rule-based approach, the entrance lane of a vehicle detected
at an exit lane is identified through a set of specified rules
that consider the average travel time between the entrance and
exit traffic lanes and the corresponding detector and signal
information from the upstream entrance lanes. The model-
based approach is based on utility maximization to identify the
most probable turning flows from the set of potential upstream
entrance lanes. Logistic regression models are calibrated to
describe the relationship between the impulse memories of
detectors at the exit lanes and the upstream entrance lanes with
signal indicators.
A. Rule-Based Approach
Here, we develop a rule-based approach for estimating turn-
ing flows. The entrance lane of a vehicle detected at a specific
exit lane is identified based on the travel time between traffic
Fig. 1. Flowchart of rule-based approach.
lanes, the impulse memories of a detector at the entrance
and exit lanes, and the signal information. The flowchart for
estimating lane-to-lane turning flows in real time through rule-
based approach is described in Fig. 1.
The rules are described as follows.
1) The input data are denoted by di(t), dj(t), gi(t), ri(t),
and tij , where di(t) and dj(t) are the binary impulse
memories of a detector at entrance lane i and exit lane
j at time t, respectively. gi(t) and ri(t) are the green and
red indicators for entrance lane i at time t, respectively,
where gi(t) = 1 if the signal display is green or amber
at time t and 0 otherwise, and ri(t) = 1 − gi(t). tij is the
average travel time from entrance lane i to exit lane j. The
output is denoted by fij(t), which is a binary indicator
of whether a vehicle detected at exit lane j at time t is
coming from entrance lane i. We initially set fij(t) = 0.
2) We define a binary variable, i.e., zi(t), to measure the
likelihood that a vehicle detected at an exit lane is
turning from entrance lane i ∈ I , where I is the set
of potential upstream entrance lanes. We set zi(t) =
di(t− tij)× gi(t− tij) for normal turning movements
and zi(t) = di(t− tij)× {gi(t− tij) + ri(t− tij)} =
di(t− tij) for the right-turn-on-red (RTOR) movements
of right-hand traffic or left-turn-on-red (LTOR) move-
ments of left-hand traffic.
3) If dj(t) = 1 and
∑
∀i∈I zi(t) = 0, then none of the en-
trance lanes are likely to have a vehicle detected at time
t− tij . We randomly assign the vehicle to entrance lane
k ∈ I and set fkj(t) = 1.
4) If dj(t) = 1 and
∑
∀i∈I zi(t) = 1, then only one entrance
lane is likely to have a vehicle detected at time t− tij .
We set fkj(t) = 1 such that zk(t) = 1.
5) If dj(t) = 1 and
∑
∀i∈I zi(t) > 1, then more than one
entrance lane is likely to have a vehicle detected at time
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t− tij . We randomly assign the vehicle to entrance lane
k ∈ K, where K = {i : zi(t) = 1} and set fkj(t) = 1.
The total turning flow, i.e., Fij , can be determined by
Fij =
T∑
t=1
fij(t) ∀ i, j (1)
where T is the analysis period.
B. Model-Based Approach
Logistic regression models are calibrated in the model-based
approach, which is the most popular model for solving binary
choice problems [20]. The logistic model is specified as
Prob {fij(t) = 1} = 11 − exp (−uij(t)) (2)
where the logit (or utility function) for a normal turning move-
ment is defined as
uij(t) =α+
M∑
m=0
βmgi(t−m)di(t−m) (3)
uij(t) =α+
M∑
m=0
βmgi(t−m)di(t−m)
+
M∑
m=0
γmri(t−m)di(t−m) (4)
for RTOR or LTOR movements.
In (2), fij(t) is a binary variable with a value of 1 if a
vehicle detected at exit lane j at time t is coming from up-
stream entrance lane i and 0 otherwise. Prob{fij(t) = 1} is the
probability that the vehicle detected at exit lane j comes from
entrance lane i, and uij(t) is the logit, which can be determined
by either (3 and (4), depending on the turning movement. If
the RTOR of right-hand traffic (or LTOR of left-hand traffic)
is not allowed by law in that region, then only (3) is required
to model the isolated junction. M is the number of potential
time intervals for a specific turning movement and depends
on the junction geometry that governs the average travel time
for the turning movement. The effective time intervals that
affect the logit are selected using a forward stepwise method.
The predictors are the time series of the product of the signal
indicator and impulse memory variables.
To calibrate the logistic model for each turning movement,
we collect the departure time at the upstream entrance lane and
the arrival time at the downstream exit lane of each turning
vehicle. We obtain the data using advanced computer vision-
based vehicle tracking techniques. The data collection and
model calibration of each turning movement can be conducted
independently. After calibration, the parameters α, βm, and γm
in (3) and (4) are obtained and represent the likelihood that a
vehicle detected at a downstream exit lane is leaving a particular
upstream entrance lane at a time m intervals before it is detected
at the exit lane.
Fig. 2. Geometric layout of the simulation junction in VISSIM. (a) Junction
layout. (b) Detector locations.
To apply the model to a turning flow estimation, for each
vehicle detected at downstream exit lane j, we determine
the logits uij(t) and ∀i ∈ I for the set of potential upstream
entrance lanes using (3) and (4). We select the entrance lane
i with the highest likelihood, i.e., setting fij(t) = 1 such that
uij(t) is maximized in the set I . The total turning flow can be
then determined using (1).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To calibrate and validate the methods, we create a typical
directional layout at an isolated junction with a pretimed signal
plan using VISSIM, which is widely used in microscopic traffic
simulations [21]. The impulse memories of the detectors can
be collected using vehicle-actuated programming in VISSIM
[22]. Fig. 2(a) shows the geometric layout of the junction
used in the simulation. The cycle length is 60 s. There are
four phases, one for each direction. The duration of green is
10 s for each phase. The intergreen time between any two
consecutive phases is 5 s. To collect the impulse memory data
at the entrance and exit lanes, we simulate a full set of 2 ×
2 m loop detectors, as shown in Fig. 2(b). We set the traffic
volume of all of the approaches to 400 vehicles per hour (vph)
to calibrate the logistic models. The turning proportions are
evenly distributed among all of the movements, i.e., one third
for each turning movement. LTOR is allowed in the simulation,
as the adopted driving rule is left-hand traffic. The simulation
period is 1 h, and the simulation resolution is 1 s. For validation
purposes, we use three traffic volumes with randomly generated
turning proportions, as shown in the Appendix. This validation
set verifies the abilities of the proposed methods to estimate
turning flows in diverse traffic situations. From the junction
layout in Fig. 2, we can define the turning movements using the
simulated vehicle movement patterns observed in the VISSIM
runs. For example, for exit lane 34, vehicles can turn from
entrance lanes 11, 12, 32, and 22; and for exit lane 13, vehicles
can turn only from entrance lane 41.
A. Rule-Based Approach
Using the rule-based approach, we apply the rules set out
in Section III-A to exit lanes 13, 14, 23, 24, 33, 34, 43, and
44. Although calibration is not necessary in the rule-based
approach, we use the calibration data set to test the approach’s
applicability. The estimation accuracy is measured with the
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TABLE I
RESULTS OF THE RULE-BASED APPROACH FOR THE
CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION DATA SETS
root-mean-square error (RMSE) and the relative RMSE
(RRMSE), i.e.,
εRMSE =
√∑
∀i,j ε
2
ij
N
(5)
εRRMSE =
εRMSE√∑
∀i,j(F
obs
ij )
2
N
× 100% (6)
where
εij = F
obs
ij − F estij (7)
represents the difference between the observed and estimated
turning flows from entrance lane i to exit lane j, F obsij is the
observed turning flow for this movement, F estij is the estimated
turning flow from (1), and N is the number of lane-to-lane
turning movements at the junction.
The results are shown in Table I. For the calibration set,
which has a moderate flow of 1551 vph and a uniform traffic
pattern, the majority of the estimated turning flows agree with
the observed turning flows, and all of the counting errors in the
individual normal turning movements are less than one vehicle.
However, the errors of the estimated turning flows are larger
in the LTOR movements, such as exit lanes 14, 24, 34, and
44. The RMSE and RRMSE values are 27.6 vehicles and 26%,
respectively.
For validation set 1, which has a low total traffic flow of
273 vph, the RMSE and RRMSE values are 5.2 vehicles and
22%, respectively. For validation set 2, which has a high flow of
2332 vph, the RMSE and RRMSE values are 47.6 vehicles and
28%, respectively. For validation set 3, which has a very high
flow of 2582 vph, the errors are quite large, at 92.3 vehicles
and 51% for the RMSE and RRMSE values, respectively. As
in the calibration set, the estimation errors in the individual
movements not involving LTOR are very small for all four sets
of data. However, the estimation errors that involve LTOR are
much larger. The rule-based approach performs very well for
a junction without LTOR, but performance deteriorates when
LTOR is allowed.
Based on this result, the rule-based method is useful only
for intersections in places where LTOR is prohibited, such as
Hong Kong, but not for places that allow TOR, such as main-
land China and select provinces in Canada.
B. Model-Based Approach
For the model-based approach, we calibrate 17 logistic re-
gression models using SPSS [23]. We set the maximum time lag
to 10 s. We use the stepwise method to identify the significant
variables. The calibration results are shown in Table II. The
selected time slots are different for each movement to represent
the geometric effect. The impulse memory data from 1 to 3 s
before the arrival time at an exit lane are significant in most
cases. The significant coefficients are intensively distributed
between 1 and 3 s among M , and all of the coefficients at
3 s are significant at the 0.1% level because tij (i.e., the average
travel time in the rule-based model) is generally scattered at
0–1 s for the left-turn approach and 1–3 s for the right-turn
and straight approaches. There are four LTOR movements in
this junction layout. Significant coefficients can be identified for
these four movements at the 1% significance level. The model-
based approach is able to describe the effects of both normal
turning and LTOR.
Table III shows the lane-to-lane turning flows calculated by
the models and comparisons of the estimated and observed
traffic volumes. The table also depicts the results of validating
the models using the three sets of flow conditions, including the
observed and estimated turning movements, counting errors in
the individual movements, total traffic flows, and RMSE and
RRMSE values.
The majority of the estimated turning flows from the cali-
bration set agree with the observed turning flows. The counting
errors in all of the turning movements are below eight vehicles.
The RMSE and RRMSE values are 2.7 vehicles and 2%,
respectively. The estimated errors associated with LTOR, such
as those of lanes 14, 24, 34, and 44, are slightly larger.
To validate the approach, we use the calibrated logistic
models from the calibration set to estimate the turning flows
under three flow levels and traffic patterns. For validation set 1,
the RMSE and RRMSE values are 0.5 vehicles and 2%, re-
spectively, demonstrating a high level of prediction accuracy.
All of the individual counting errors between the observed
and estimated turning flows are less than one vehicle. The
RMSE and RRMSE values of validation set 2 are 4.9 vehicles
and 3%, respectively; and those for validation set 3 are 6.3
vehicles and 3%, respectively. These results indicate that the
models can accurately estimate turning flows under diverse
traffic situations.
To support the distinctive strength of the model-based ap-
proach, we compare the rule- and model-based approaches
with the traditional OD estimation process, which has been the
method most widely used for control purposes in the literature.
We use the traditional OD estimation model, which is based on
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TABLE II
LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELS FOR ALL OF THE SIMULATED MOVEMENTS
TABLE III
RESULTS OF THE CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION OF THE
MODEL-BASED APPROACH
the iterative solution algorithm in [24], as the baseline model to
compare the diverse models developed in the literature, i.e.,
Fij =Pij
T∑
t=0
di(t)
T∑
t=0
dj(t) (8)
Ai =
∑T
t=0 di(t)∑T
t=0
∑J
j=1 PijBj
(9)
Bj =
∑T
t=0 dj(t)∑T
t=0
∑I
i=1 PijAi
. (10)
Ai and Bj are balancing vectors, which can be calculated by the
iterative process known as the Kruithof algorithm as follows.
1) Set initial
Ai =
∑T
t=0 di(t)√∑T
t=0
∑I
i=0 dj(t)
.
2) Calculate Bj and the new Ai.
3) If the difference between Ai in the previous step and Ai
in the current step is sufficiently acceptable, then we use
the current Ai and Bj values to calculate Fij . Otherwise,
we go to step 2 until the iterative condition is satisfied.
Pij , which is the prior turning flow knowledge, can be
obtained based on the calibration data set.
To further validate the approach, we randomly generate
additional 75 scenarios, with traffic volumes and turning pro-
portions varying from 0% to 100% per turning flow. The total
traffic volume ranges from 250 to 4000 vph with incremental
increases, testing the models under free-flow and congested
conditions. At each total traffic volume, five kinds of turning
proportions are randomly generated for all of the approaches.
The accuracy and robustness of the models are thus examined
according to 78 different scenarios.
We use the same set of calibrated parameters to estimate the
turning flows in the 78 validation scenarios, and the resulting
RMSE values are shown in Fig. 3. We estimate all of the
scenarios using the rule-based approach with 20 random sets
to obtain the average value for more reliable results. Fig. 3
also shows the average RMSE values across the 20 sets and
depicts the performance of the traditional OD estimation model
for control purposes.
The RMSE values and variation of the model-based approach
tend to increase as the traffic volume increases. The RMSE
of the rule-based approach is quite steady despite its slightly
decreasing trend as the traffic volume increases. The RMSE
increases with the level of traffic congestion. However, while
all of the RMSE values of the model-based approach are below
41 and the majority are scattered around 5, the RMSE values
of the rule-based approach range from 2 to 92. The model- and
rule-based approaches have average RMSE values of 10 and 35,
respectively. The calibrated logistic models can be thus used to
effectively estimate the turning proportions under diverse traffic
conditions.
Although the majority of the RMSE values in the model-
based approach are scattered from 0.0 to 20.0 vehicles, those
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Fig. 3. RMSE values for estimating the turning flows in the validation
scenarios with LTOR: OD–traditional OD estimation model; MB–model-based
approach; RB: rule-based approach.
Fig. 4. RRMSE values for estimating the turning flows in the validation
scenarios with LTOR: OD–traditional OD estimation model; MB–model-based
approach; RB: rule-based approach.
of the traditional OD estimation model are scattered from 5.0
to 60.0 vehicles. Moreover, while the RRMSE values of the
traditional OD estimation model are scattered from 10.0%
to 40.0%, those of the model-based approach are scattered
below 5.0%. These results show the effectiveness of the model-
based approach. The traditional OD estimation model for these
75 simulation scenarios underperforms because the model is
largely dependent on the quality of the prior turning flow
knowledge. The large error terms are caused by the great
variability of the 75 validation data sets, which are randomly
generated regardless of the calibration data set. Therefore, the
prior turning proportion information collected from the calibra-
tion data set may not be effective in turning flow estimation.
Figs. 3 and 4 depict the OD estimation results to demonstrate
the preceding observations.
Fig. 5. RMSE values for estimating the turning flows in the validation scenar-
ios without LTOR.: MB–model-based approach; RB: rule-based approach.
Fig. 4 shows the RRMSE values for estimating the turn-
ing flows in the 78 validation scenarios. In the model-based
case, although the RRMSE values vary, most are below 6%
and tend to increase with the traffic volume. However, the
RRMSE values of the rule-based approach range from 8% to
68%. The average RRMSE values of the model- and rule-
based approaches are 2% and 25%, respectively. Fig. 4 also
shows that the calibrated logistic models can provide relatively
accurate turning proportion estimations under diverse traffic
conditions. According to the RMSE and RRMSE values, the
turning proportions derived from the lane-to-lane turning flows
estimated by the model-based approach are accurate. This high
accuracy can be maintained across diverse turning proportions
and traffic volumes at the same junction. Despite being based
on a traffic condition that is very different from the conditions
they must estimate, the calibrated logistic regression models are
effective.
We adopt a logistic regression model for real-time signal
control for two reasons. First, the model can be calibrated to
estimate turning flows without involving complicated recur-
sive arithmetic procedures. This is an important property for
adaptive control logic, as complicated entrance and exit lane
matrices are required for the lane-to-lane estimations of turning
flows. Second, the model works in real time under a wide range
of traffic conditions. The model satisfies the requirements of
simplicity and acceptable reliability and is therefore a promis-
ing model for such an application.
The rule-based model is recommended only for small-scale
isolated signalized intersections where TOR is not permitted,
as the error terms generated by random assignment tend to
dramatically increase with the increased number of effective
lanes. Therefore, it is impossible for the rule-based approach
to explain TOR behavior. To support the effectiveness of the
rule-based approach, we consider 75 scenarios without TOR.
Figs. 5 and 6 show that the accuracy of the approach’s RMSE
and RRMSE values is dramatically enhanced under such cir-
cumstances compared with the LTOR scenarios. However, the
majority of the RMSE values are scattered from 0.0 to 5.0,
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Fig. 6. RRMSE values for estimating the turning flows in the validation sce-
narios without LTOR: MB–model-based approach; RB: rule-based approach.
and the RRMSE values range from 0.0% to 6.0%, even if the
proportions of outliers are larger than those of the model-based
approach. These outliers are caused by the error terms, which
are generated by the large number of possible entrance lanes,
such as the available entrance lanes to exit lane 34.
V. CASE STUDY
In the case study, we apply the developed estimation ap-
proaches to a real junction, which involves a sample data set for
Lankershim Boulevard in Los Angeles, USA, provided by the
Federal Highway Administration’s Next Generation Simulation
project. This project is explained in further details in [25].
We collect the data set on June 16, 2005, from 8:28 A.M. to
9:00 A.M. using five video cameras. The target intersection
is the No. 2 intersection, where Lankershim Boulevard meets
Campo De Cahuenga Way and Universal Hollywood Drive. A
sample frame of the video is shown in Fig. 7(a), and the layout
is shown in Fig. 7(b).
The analysis period consists of 20 signal cycles lasting 100 s
each. We use the first 15 min of data to calibrate the logistic
regression models and the rest to validate the calibrated models.
We use virtual vehicle detectors 2 × 2 m in size to simulate the
full set of detectors on all of the entrance and exit lanes [see
Fig. 7(b)]. We extract the vehicle trajectory data using computer
vision techniques to reproduce the binary impulse memories.
First, we convert the Lankershim footage (36 min 8 s in length)
into a bitmap sequence with OpenCV, an open-source computer
vision library in C++, which produces 21 700 frames at a 640 ×
480 resolution with a frame rate of 10.0009 ≈ 10frames/s.
The slight frame rate error (9.0 × 10−4 frames/s) is negligibly
small and has a negligible effect on the subsequent modeling.
Second, we use a subset of the image sequence (around 1 min)
to estimate the background image, which is then used to detect
the vehicles through background subtraction [26]. Third, based
on [27], we track each vehicle with a mean-shift tracking
algorithm that matches the grayscale intensity histogram of the
target in adjacent frames. We use the resulting trajectory data
Fig. 7. Geometric conditions of the target intersection. (a) Sample frame of
recorded video. (b) Direction layout.
from the entrance to exit lane for the aforementioned model
calibration and validation.
From the calibration set, we identify 40 valid lane-to-lane
turning movements, including RTOR movements, and calibrate
the logistic model for each set using SPSS. We do not consider
ineffective turning movements. For example, we neglect the
lane drop cases from lane 11 or 13 to lane 14, 15, or 16 for
the eastbound approach. For westbound lanes 25 and 26, as
the marking is invisible, we divide the lane width in half and
distribute it between detectors 25 and 26. The maximum time
lag is taken as 20 time intervals (10 s, with each interval lasting
0.5 s). We use the stepwise method to identify the significant
variables. The total traffic flow is 1182 vph. Table IV shows
the calibration results of the model-based approach. The RMSE
and the RRMSE are 4.5 vehicles and 11%, respectively, which
are practically acceptable and comparable with the simulation
results in the previous section. The estimated turning flows are
almost identical to the observed turning movements.
Table IV also shows the validation results of the model-
based approach. The total traffic flow is 1090 vph. The RMSE
(6.8 vehicles) and RRMSE (17%) values are similar to those
obtained from the model calibration. The turning proportions
of the main streams of each exit lane—such as turning from
lane 31 to 14, from 32 to 15, from 36 to 25, from 33 to 37,
from 34 to 38, from 35 to 39, from 42 to 46, from 43 to 47, and
from 44 to 48—tend to be overestimated in comparison with
the observed volumes. In contrast, the turning proportions of
the minor streams of each exit lane—such as turning from lane
45 to 15, from 41 to 25, from 11 to 46, from 11 to 47, from 23
to 47, from 11 to 48, and from 23 to 48—tend to be underes-
timated. Although the major turning flows involving more than
30 vehicles tend to be overestimated, the minor movements
with fewer than 30 vehicles tend to be underestimated.
We apply the same traffic conditions to the calibration and
validation of the rule-based approach. We use 20 random
number sets for each case, and the average values represent
the estimated turning flows. The RMSE and RRMSE values
of the calibration set are 34.9 vehicles and 86%, respectively;
and the RMSE and RRMSE values of the validation set are
30.9 vehicles and 83%, respectively, substantially larger than
the values for the model-based approach.
Using the rule-based approach, the error terms generated
by random assignment tend to dramatically increase according
to the number of effective lanes. In other words, the vehicles
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF THE ESTIMATED LANE-TO-LANE TURNING
FLOWS IN THE CASE STUDY
detected on the exit lane are randomly assigned to the available
multiple entrance lanes with the same travel time. For instance,
a vehicle detected on exit lane 37 is randomly assigned to lane
33 or 34 due to the identical travel time. This is also the case
for lane 38, where a vehicle is assigned to lane 33, 34, 35, or
13; lane 39, where a vehicle is assigned to lane 34, 35, 36, or
13; lane 47, where a vehicle is assigned to lanes 43 and 23; and
lane 48, where a vehicle is assigned to lane 43, 48, or 23.
Fig. 8 compares the estimated and observed volumes of the
calibration and validation data sets from the two approaches.
According to the scatterplot, all of the estimated turning flow
volumes are almost identical to the observed volumes in the
model-based approach. In other words, the graph follows a
45-degree line, demonstrating the accuracy of the estimates. In
contrast, the turning flows estimated by the rule-based approach
are widely scattered in the two data sets. The turning flows es-
timated by the model-based approach are clearly more accurate
than those estimated by the rule-based approach.
Fig. 8. Comparison of the estimated and observed volumes of the two
data sets using both approaches: Cal-MB–model-based approach applied to
calibration data set; Cal-RB–rule-based approach applied to calibration data set;
Val-MB–model-based approach applied to validation data set; Val-RB:–rule-
based approach applied to validation data set.
The error terms of the case study are relatively larger than
the simulated error terms, mainly due to the clear differences
between the real-world and simulated environments. For exam-
ple, drivers and vehicles have independent characteristics such
as unexpected turning movements that the simulation cannot
explain. Moreover, the number of vehicles involved in the case
study (1182 vph to calibrate 40 logistic regression models) is
slightly smaller than the number involved in the simulation
(1551 vph to calibrate 17 logistic regression models). The
undesignated movements of some of the vehicles in the case
study also contribute to the difference and error.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the feasibility of rule-
and model-based approaches for estimating turning flows at
signalized junctions. We estimate lane-to-lane turning flows
based on the detector and signal information taken from the set
of potential entrance lanes at a junction. We obtain this infor-
mation by tracing the corresponding entrance lanes of vehicles
that pass through detectors on the exit lanes. The rule-based
approach performs very well for junctions without LTOR, but
its performance deteriorates when LTOR is allowed. However,
it has the advantage of simplicity, which is an essential property
of adaptive control logic. In contrast, the model-based approach
is able to cope with LTOR and is effective even when the
traffic conditions of the validation set are very different from
those of the calibration set. Based on the results of a simulation
and a real-world case study, the model-based approach is more
accurate than the rule-based approach. These models could be
used to predict turning movements in real time and to adjust
the duration, start time, and sequence of signal groups within
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seconds or minutes for both isolated signalized junctions and
area traffic control. Although the methodology works well in
both simulation exercises and case study, it would be useful
to investigate its applicability to the real-world situation with
diverse traffic and geometric conditions in future research.
APPENDIX
The demand matrices of the five validation scenarios 1–3 are
shown in
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